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NEWSLETTER



SHOULD SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS 
BE REGULATED?
Social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter have been coming in the news recently to highlight 

different incidents. These include Facebook’s attempt to explore the metaverse and Twitter’s acquisition 

by Elon Musk. However, some happenings related to social media industry that are overlooked are the 

increasing demand across the U.S for regulating these platforms.  Some states such as Texas and Florida 

had even passed laws to ban these platforms. In Texas, for example, a proposed law would treat social 

media companies like common carriers and prohibit “de-platforming” based on viewpoint. Also, Florida 

GoGovernor has proposed a law that would protect political candidates from being banned on social 

media. These laws have been temporarily blocked amid ongoing legal challenges.  

However, the core topic of the debate remains; ‘should social media platforms be regulated?’ Today’s 

digital platforms provide avenues for historically unprecedented amounts of speech. Also 

unprecedented is the concentrated control of so much speech in the hands of a few private 

individuals/organizations. That is a complex question, which is best left to the administrators of a region 

and/or the country. An alternate field which can be explored are private social media networks. 

Examples include a secure social media network for the federal government/for each state government 

and/or for each department/agency. 

SuchSuch networks can also be created for private organizations. The best private social networks will have 

many of the same tools and features, which members are used to in public social networks as well. One 

of the biggest advantages of using private social is the ability to control who sees your content or 

communication. Hence, security is the biggest factor in private networks. But this doesn’t mean that 

public social media platforms should be neglected. Such a move could disrupt several industries. A 

middle path is recommended in which there is regulation and yet users can maintain free speech to an 

extent.  What are your views on it?



OTHER NEWSBYTES

US Army Targets Digital 
Transformation
One of its latest strategies for this to 
implement the policy of BYOD (Bring 
Your Own Device), in which its staff and 
soldiers move into Microsoft 365 
environment which includes mail, Team 
as well as other collaboration 
capabilities.

White House Releases IT 
Modernization Plan
The Administration has released a new 
framework for implementing new 
information technologies into federal 
agencies. The core pillars of this 
framework are cybersecurity and data 
analytics. 

FEMA Aims Cloud Migration
The Federal Emergency Management 
Agency has set itself a goal of at least 
50% of all of our systems and services 
that are cloud ready to be moved into the 
cloud.

State of Innovation Event 
Held in Orlando
An event focused on exploring what’s 
happening in the region’s emerging 
technology sector was held at Crummer 
Graduate School of Business (Rollins 
College). 

Florida Tech in Cyber Security 
Challenge
The First Ever U.S Cyber Security Team 
participated in International 
Cybersecurity Challenge, held at Greece. 
The team was coached by Florida Tech’s 
cybersecurity program director T.J. 
O’Connor.

Mobile Learning Lab for ELC
The Early Learning Coalition of Manatee 
County transformed an old school bus 
into a high-tech learning lab for students. 
It is a classroom on wheels equipped 
with magnetic walls, a 60-inch Smart TV, 
Wi-Fi and mobile hotspot capabilities, air 
conditioning and customized seating 
which includes wheelchair access for which includes wheelchair access for 
children with disabilities.



OTHER NEWSBYTES

Jacksonville Turns 200
This June marks two centuries since the 
birth of Jacksonville. Also, Duval County 
was formed when it was carved out of St. 
Johns County. Bicentennial celebrations 
were conducted.

Amazon Launches Prime Air 
Drone

Amazon has started drone deliveries 
starting from Lockeford in California. The 
company says these custom drones have 
a sophisticated "sense-and-avoid 
system" that enables them to operate at 
greater distances while navigating 
around other aircraft or hazards.

Tesla Requires Employees to 
Work From Office

The company has instructed all its 
employees to work at least 40 hours a 
week from premises that also features 
colleagues and not some remote 
pseudo-office. 

COMPANY INSIGHTS

An organization or even agency may have to manage 
several vendors and contractors at once. This could 
lead of overlapping of data while storing information 
on different systems and hand-held files. Also, a lot of 
staff members would be required so that each 
vendor/contractor is given attention. SGS’ solution for 
this is a web application named Vendor Suite. 

READ MORE



Did you know? The Air Force Medical Service has launched “Nutrition Kitchen,” a 

series of online nutritional cooking classes geared toward service members and their 

families. This will inspire healthy meal choices by providing options for service 

members to make realistic changes to foods that they are already eating. It is an 

interesting news update, but the hidden highlight is the growing importance 

that even federal agencies are giving to nutrition and general health. 

Remember, health in the workplace is more than just taking breaks in 

between and not stbetween and not straining your eyes to large extents. 

Consideration must also be given to what you eat and how much 

physical activity your body gets.  Take this scenario for example; 

“you may be in a private firm or government agency. Most of your 

work requires you to be in front of a system all day long. Snacks 

may be delivered to your table in between. Are you paying 

attention to what you eat? Are they focused on health or taste? 

Also, how many times do you get up from your seat; not for 

work,work, but just to take a stroll? The lack of these could have a 

lot of counter-effects on your body that include but may not 

be limited to obesity, increase in blood pressure and extreme 

fatigue. 

However, it may not be always possible to check these as 

busy-work schedules may take most of your time. So, what is a good 

solution? For this, we must temporarily return-to-the school age. The 

message here isn’t about what you studied in schools, but how you studied. 

Remember the Physical Education hour in schools? Actually, 46 states across 

the U.S have made this hour compulsory in schools. So, why not implement 

the same at workplaces? Government or private; it is recommended to keep 

atat least half-an-hour of every working day solely for some sort of physical 

activity.  You will feel good and your body inches more towards wellness.  

What do you think of that?



SGS is leading IT staffing company in Florida with nearly two decades of experience in 
providing qualified IT personnel to clients from government as well as private sectors. The 
candidate we are spotlighting this month is an Experienced Data Architect. 

For more Details Contact

Shan Raj
Call: (904) 207-7123 
Mail: shan@sgstechnologies.net 

Our product SMART (Speaker Management & 
Registration Tracker) was exhibited at the 2022 
FAC Annual Conference & Educational 
Exposition. If you hold public meetings in your 
county, then the SMART can help you to save 
time and resources while organizing public 
meetings.
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JOB OPENINGS AT SGS
.Net Developer (Onsite Role) 

UI/UX DesignerHADOOP Architect

BI Developer SPLUNK Developer 

Business System Analyst 
DEVOPS Remote

RemoteRemote

What is New at SGS?

WHAT IS NEW AT SGS?

IT STAFFING

 FAC ANNUAL 
CONFERENCE & 
EDUCATIONAL EXPOSITION:


